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8.5” x 11” letter size paper; Editable in Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx file; Easy-to-
print PDF file is also included. Colors can be changed all at once with a few clicks.
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1. These library shelf signs are designed to fit exactly in 
upcycled VHS video cases, as long as they have a clear sleeve on 
the outside to slide the printable sign into it. They can be purchased
from Demco here, or on Amazon if you don’t have any extra ones in 
your library or other libraries in your district or public library 
system.  
Please note: The products linked are available as of February 2021.  
If you make a purchase through the affiliate links in these notes, I 
may received a small commission.

2. The alphabet letter signs are printed 1 per page/slide on 
letter-size paper (8.5” x 11”), and they wrap around the whole video 
case cover.  Some letter signs also are  doubled up, especially 
ones that are less common for an author’s or biographee’s last name.  
You can copy a slide by right-clicking on it, and selecting “duplicate” 
to create your own too.

3. You may modify or replace any of the text or fonts. It is ALL 
editable!  See this video tutorial on how to quickly and easily change 
the color scheme of all the signs at once.  The fonts are Prompt and 
Francois One, which are both available free from Google.

4. Terms of Use – This product is copyrighted by Collette J. / Mrs. J 
in the Library.  By purchasing this product, you are 
purchasing a one-user license, so please do not share this 
product with others.  Feel free to edit any of the TEXT (not 
graphic) content according to your needs.  

5. Graphics Terms of Use – This product was created using licensed 
graphics from several graphics/clipart artists (listed on last page). It 
is a violation of copyright law to “lift” or remove the graphics for 
other purposes. To obtain your own license, visit the artists’ websites.

6. Want more practical tips and inspiration for your library?
Sign up for my email newsletter, and I’ll send you helpful blog posts, 
resources, and occasional product news right to your inbox!
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